Miami Model United Nations Conference 2006

Special Committee Application Form—Middle East Summit of Nations

This committee is going to be the most challenging of the four committees offered this year and presents a unique opportunity for more experienced students to partake in an invigorating and different event than may not be otherwise available. The delegations will represent either a head of state or foreign relations representative, and will partake in a UN directed Middle East Summit of Nations. The range of topics will be diverse, but the overall ability and need for cooperation and agreement will remain steadfast. Due to these elements we ask that you fill out the following application with what you would define as your most experienced and best able pair of students in mind to act as a delegation. There is no requirement to apply for this committee, but we strongly encourage you to do so. Please complete the following information and respond on a separate sheet.

I. How many years experience do each of your delegates have in Model UN?

II. Have either had any previous experience with a committee or topic area that was specific to the Middle East or a relating area? If yes, please specify what.

III. Please choose your top six positions from the attached list and indicate each of them below:
   1. __________________________________________
   2. __________________________________________
   3. __________________________________________
   4. __________________________________________
   5. __________________________________________
   6. __________________________________________

IV. Please explain your selections, using paragraph a piece, indicating why they are important or especially interesting to you and why you feel your delegation would best serve to fill one of them.

Please attach and mail this form to the General Conference Application, postmarked no later than December 1, 2005. Special committee assignments will be given at the same time as all other delegations.